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ENDERMOLOGY 

A cellulite treatment that drains excess of water, removes cellulites, firms the skin and shapes all the body sculpture with 

a minimum of 6-10 sessions. 

By wearing a special body stocking, the therapist uses a hand-held massaging device on the affected area. 

Each treatment will last approximately 35-45 minutes and most patients choose to have about 1 to 2 sessions per week.

FULL BODY ZERO FAT

A cream made from seaweed which removes fat by being broken down and absorbed by the body.

Full Body Zero Fat treatment can be used once per week to reach the desired results. The procedure starts by

applying serum and massaging it into the skin. The seaweed cream is then applied to the areas of treatment and 

wrapped with a specialized aluminum to help the serum penetrate into the skin.

After relaxing for 20 minutes and removing cream, the skin is then massaged with a firming cream.

     $70  35-45min

Slimming

     $70  60min





EXFOPARAFANGO

Parafango body wrap uses natural sea mud which is rich in marine seaweed to help stimulate liquid drainage.

It is a treatment that targets stubborn cellulite on the hips, thighs and buttocks. This helps remove unwanted inches 

for a smooth and firm skin. Parafango can be used once per week to reach the desired results. 

Before applying the Parafango, a serum with all natural extracts is massaged into the skin. 

The sea mud is then applied to the areas of treatment and wrapped to help the serum penetrate into the skin. 

After relaxing for 20 minutes, the Parafango is removed-no shower needed!

The skin is then massaged with a cream that helps to firm and reduce the effects of cellulite.

     $70  60min

Body Wrap Treatment





FULL BODY RELAXING MASSAGE
A massage relaxes your body by relieving stress and intense blood circulation with a wide variety of pressures, 

movements and techniques. These all involve pressing, rubbing or manipulating muscles and other soft tissues with 

professional hands and fingers.

FULL BODY STONE MASSAGE
A specialized massage where the therapist uses smooth, heated stones as an extension of their own hands or by 

placing them on the body. The heat can be relaxing and helps warming up tight muscles so the massage can be 

more efficient. It relaxes the body, expands blood vessels, removes stress and relieves chronic pain.

FULL BODY JAPANESE MASSAGE
A specialized massage where the therapist uses heated balls as an extension of their own hands to deeply relax and 

help warm up tight muscles so the massage can be more effective. lt relaxes the body, restores the nervous,

lymphatic and hormonal system, improves overall health, treats illness,increases stamina and vitality and improves 

coordination and ranges motion.

     $65  50min

     $80  50min

     $50  50min

Full Body Massage





VEGETABLE SCRUB
Gentle exfoliation for smooth, silky, perfectly hydrated skin helping to eliminate dead rough skin cells as it is

recommended just after waxing, and before tanning for a perfect tone with stimulating bronzing effect leaving the 

body with a unique feeling of relaxation.

BACK NETTOYAGE
A procedure that exfoliates and purifies the back after exposing it to steam, extracting black dots and applying

mask for a pure skin.

BIKINI NETTOYAGE
A procedure that exfoliates and purifies the bikini area after exposing it to steam, extracting black dots and applying 

mask for a pure skin.

     $35  30min

     $75  60min

     $100  60min

Full Body Cleansing





SOLARIUM
Maintain your perfect tan and monochromatic balanced skin tone  with our exceptional Solarium service 

and enjoy the results of a glowing sun kissed tan within minutes.

BEACH BODY TAN
Forget sweat, sand and stress. With our Full body and face spray tan service we guarantee you to have the glow and 

bronzy skin you always aim for.

FACE TAN

$50

$25

     $1  1min

Tanning





BENEFITS:
•Improving blood circulation

•Lowering blood pressure

•Reducing stress

•Clearing congestion

•Promoting skin health

•Loosening stiff joints and burning calories.

     $1  1min

Steam Bath




